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QUESTION 1

Which of these definitions best fits the word juxtaposition? 

A. A synonym for the word "diagonal." 

B. The act of moving an item from one place to another. 

C. A word describing the position of two objects placed together for the purpose of comparing or contrasting. 

D. A word used to suggest that two items are similar in nature. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

Anger is often inevitable, yet what we deal with it can determine if it could result in disaster or yield a calm even positive
outcome. 

A. yet what we deal with it can determine if it could 

B. yet who we deal with it can determine if it could 

C. yet how we deal with it can determine if it could 

D. yet which we deal with it can determine if it could 

E. yet that we deal with it can determine if it could 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

"The soccer team ate the pizzas as if they were starving to death." Read this sentence and identify the subject and
object, respectively. 

A. soccer team; ate 

B. soccer team; pizzas 

C. ate; starving 

D. ate; pizzas 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

"The Louvre is the most well-known museum in Paris. It is the current home of the Mona Lisa." 
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What is the antecedent in these sentences? 

A. home 

B. Paris 

C. Mona Lisa 

D. The Louvre 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

Which of these sentences is not an example of subject-verb agreement? 

A. Cierra\\'s blanket collection was getting out of control. 

B. Four boys were teasing a group of girls in their class. 

C. The students was driving the teacher crazy by screaming out answers. 

D. Behavior in children is most often determined by parental behavior. 

Correct Answer: C 
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